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Geometry and performance. The Cell 
Collection from la Passione Cycling 
Couture is online 
 
New graphics and an updated fitting for the CELL 
collection: find out all about it 
Traditional elegance with an irresistible geometric twist: 
CELL's dual soul is intended for refined tastes lovers and 
fans of style as an expression of their own strong and 
uncompromising personality. 
 
Designed to guarantee a perfect race-fit and highly 
antiperspirant, the CELL collection offers an exclusive 
geometric pattern in five unique color tones that make 
up the new line from La Passione Cycling Couture.  
 
Inspired by the tradition of the jersey-pattern launched 
two years ago by the brand, CELL brings together 
design with style, so to make a splash on every curve, 
kilometer after kilometer. 
 
The Jersey is made with four different highly performing 
fabrics, in the finest Italian tradition. Distinguishing 
elements feature original graphics and countless 
technical details, like the collar and sleeves with a laser 
cut finish, the entirely reversable zip, the lower hem in 
silicone, numerous reflective details to provide high 
visibility, lateral inserts in special, ultra-light mesh fabric, 
which allow for better thermo-regulation, and three 
reinforced rear pockets.  
 
This item weighs only 133 g and bears the logo ‘Hold 
the line’ on the back while the 'La Passione' brand on 
the right sleeve.  
 
The Bib Shorts in this collection are classic, elegant and 
designed to get the most in any type of challenge, 
offering the right mix of comfort and support. Made with 
a special, highly compressive Lycra and with a design 
featuring more ergonomic panels, they are finished with 
stylish details like a white ‘La Passione’ logo, and the 
elastic recalls the same design of the jersey on the right 
leg. It is all completed in a raw-cut finish with  internal 
silicone to guarantee optimal grip. 
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The pad has a curved and anatomical shape. It was 
developed as usual with sector leader Elastic 
Interface®, to insure incredible stability on the saddle, as 
well as proper cooling in the chafing areas. Reflective 
piping on the back part increases visibility.  
 
The CELL collection offers two added accessories that 
are a must for every cyclist: matching gloves for added 
protection and comfort, and socks made in fine Meryl 
Skinlife thread, which keeps the foot cool and dry, even 
at higher temperatures.  
 
The elegant and stylish CELL collection is suited to bike 
rides warmed by the first spring sunshine, for long rides 
on hot, sunny summer afternoons, until until the hours of 
light and dark equal and slowly introduce winter.  
 
Find out more on our website.  
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La Passione: a Digital-Native-Vertical-Brand founded in 
2015 from the vision of Giuliano Ragazzi and Yurika 
Marchetti, which places particular attention on 
fundamental values like high quality Italian craftmanship, 
in the service of contemporary, sophisticated, elegant 
and functional cycling clothing. 
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